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roots
This issue we’re digging down into our roots and
bringing you stories, from Chicago and around the
world, of formed identities, backward glances at our
places of origin, and core memories. Many of our
contributers in this issue were interested in their
most foundational stories and artwork, from
childhood, adolescence, or beyond: their first promises, betrayals, and lessons in being human. Roots
are what hold us in place and give us strength, but
they can become rotten, too, and unearthing them
takes serious labor. This labor can manifest as
longform essays, graphic memoir, winding poems,
sharp photographs, and more. Whether you’re tending the soil and putting down new roots or examining the depths from which you emerged, join us.
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early memory
angelina torre

Chirping birds remind the baby it's time to wake up.
She wriggles in her crib, letting the golden dawn light
catch her eye. They’re blue, her eyes, deep blue like the
ocean—like the ocean she’ll grow up to be afraid of but
won’t let anyone know she fears.
The baby likes the sun. She turns to it like a flower ready
to photosynthesize. She basks in the light
until she gets bored then shifts her weight to the other
side of her body. The other side of the crib is not as interesting but at least it faces the door. She waits for the
brown-haired woman with the slender figure and wrinkled brow to arrive, but it takes too long. She cries.
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The baby can’t hear the birds chirping anymore, she
doesn’t realize it's her own wails that have drowned
them out. She turns again to the sun but its rays have
since hidden. By a cloud? The baby doesn’t think of this,
in fact she doesn’t think at all. She only feels, or doesn’t
feel, what’s missing. She cries.
Finally, a hand scoops the baby’s head and lifts her up
over the bars of her crib. “Good morning my
Angel.” The brown-haired woman looks down at the
baby with tired eyes. “Shh, shh, mommy’s here,” the
woman whispers and wipes a tear from the baby’s cheek.
Her cries subside to soft coos.
The birds resume their chirping, though they had never
truly stopped.
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jim ross

visiting germany,
december 2021
nick rommel
I struggle to stay awake from jet lag in the passenger
seat, passing my dad clementine slices as he drives and
listening to my grandpa softly snore in the back. Whiffs
of memory come back to me: my late grandmother in
the morning sun at the breakfast table by the blackberry bushes. An accidental taste of beer as a child, at a big
family dinner in the native village surrounded by afternoon sun and smooth North German chatter, all gliding
-j1 and hissing -ch2 ; shrieking kids and panting dogs,
sputtering bratwursts on the grill, the rustle of beech
groves, and the hum of high summer agriculture over
the canola fields. The winter I spent here during my gap
year when the ground was dead brown and the sky was
wet gray, but the Christmas market carpeted the cobblestones of the Doberaner Straße with lights, garlands, all
1
2
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As in the y in yes
As in the ch in Bach

kinds of laughter, and deep fried banana stands. We roll
north on the night highway through sandy soil and papery conifers, in that direction, from the Berlin airport
to our city called Rostock.
When your parents emigrated from two places3, two
points in thick, expansive webs of family and history, in
order to converge in America, your inclination is to take
from those places a piece of jewelry, a recipe, a newspaper cutout, and treasure them as little things that can
bring out a shimmer of the old place when the moment
is right. Like little idols, they make you feel grounded
and secure.
Immigrants crossing the Atlantic have always done this,
and the landscape of rural America is a testament to the
shimmers of old places — it all looks the same as Europe, really. Some of my grandfather’s uncles immigrated to Vernon, British Columbia in the early twentieth
century, and on Google Street View, the fields of hops
and corn, the trampled paddocks and pastures, look
German. Farmhouses with fruit trees in the backyard,
then fields, then wooded mountains, look German.
These people translated their native landscape to their
3

Germany and Russia
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new one, and to the immigrants that still knew both
places, that old landscape must have emerged
suddenly, like a ghost at certain moments, depending
on light, mood, and weather. As generations passed, the
new landscape became a thing of its own and hid the
ancestors’ old fields and fences within itself for good.
The connection was just about erased.
But my family is from Rostock, and Rostock is on the
Baltic Sea. City life revolves around that fact. Gothic
brick gables, paid for by Hanseatic money, ring the leafy
squares of the old city, built on a low hill overlooking
the old docks, wharves, and granaries along the
Warnow estuary. Once every visit, we follow the river to
its mouth and reach the maritime Warnemünde4
neighborhood. Here, active shipbuilding cranes still
tower over windy jetties and twinkling canals, where
fishermen dock and sell fresh and smoked fish on one
side, sandwiches on the other — Buttermakrele, Rollmops, Matjesbrötchen5 — eat them as you walk toward
the dunes and the beach, beyond which container ships
glitter at night like beads on a horizon.
It means “Warnow-mouth”
5
Spreadable smoked mackerel, rolled-up marinated herring, and a vinegar herring sandwich, respectively
4
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We do exactly this on a gusty December day, walking
on until we reach the area’s famous vertical dunes. They
loom about twenty feet above the beach, pockmarked
with swallow’s nests and crowned with wind-bent trees.
The setting sun casts a pale gold light while night gathers behind us. I poke around for Hühnergötter6 and
prehistoric amber in the seaweedy wash while my dad
hops the places where the surf laps all the way up to the
dune wall. We pass a family, a solitary mumbler, and a
fisherman with a shopping bag of bait. As we round a
little cape, crescent beaches, golden-lit headlands and
pine groves unfurl, stacked towards the horizon. I know
that it’s Heiligendamm and Kühlungsborn, then across
the Bay of Lübeck it’s Fehmarn and then a winding path
north through the Danish islands, the Kattegat and the
Skagerrak rounding the corners of Scandinavia, and
then off into the North Sea, squeezing through the English Channel and past Brittany, past Cornwall, until it’s
all open ocean, shoals of herring and sargassum and fast
currents. Tuck in at Newfoundland and you’re speeding
southwest along Nova Scotia and Maine with the humpback whales until there’s a beach somewhere in northern Massachusetts; the sound of waves crashing and
pebbles rolling in the surf is familiar.
6

Literally “chicken gods”, flint stones with natural holes in them
11
tori choo

Back home, I drive the short distance to the coast, and
think about how out of the whole America, my parents
immigrated to Boston in particular. Standing at Singing
Beach in Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts,
I feel that fact. Life clings to the rocky barnacled coastline on this edge of America, where generations of immigrants chose to stay exactly where fortune washed
them ashore, building American lives while defiantly
looking back over their shoulders. I am a
shoulder-looker too, so I feel right at the beach, where
between the golden retriever families there are lone
walkers, or quiet pairs with a foreign flush — something
about the way they walk slowly on the wet, hard sand
that the tide left, something about the dark
glasses and stubble and the tone of “ah, well”. They
know, as I do, that this ocean is the same one that fills
the seas and bays of Europe, and they feel as I do that
when they stand near the lapping waves, looking out on
the cloudy horizon, they are facing themselves from the
times they’ve walked the waterfronts in Lisbon,
Odessa, or Dublin, or Rostock. I like the fields, fences,
and mementos of a home far away, recreated in little
spots. But soon enough their familiar shimmer will fade
into closets and obscurity as an always-changing culture
subsumes them. So don’t cling — don’t cling to the
12

carefully manicured similarities, these cultivated nostalgias. Go to the beach and listen to the waves pounding.
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Staring at the bar sign next door
Nobody bothers to turn it on anymore

the black spade
aracely flores-ramirez

Maybe I hoped the hardships would end when the shop closed
Maybe I hoped I would stop finding towels smeared with vomit handprints
Maybe I hoped the holes in the wall would heal themselves
Maybe I hoped he would kiss my temple even when he was sober
And make my mom cry from happiness instead of grief
Maybe I prayed that my love would be enough
There is no one listening tonight

I pass a Speedway
I pass a Conoco
I pass a Smith’s and a 7/11
I pass a lot of places now that I have a license
Another Speedway
An Allsups
Every time I go into town
Every business blurs by
until I reach the Black Spade
Or maybe it was the Black Arrow
The building’s been abandoned too long to tell
The windows boarded up
The advertisements peeled off the glass
Nothing left but the faint impressions of the sign above the door

Everything seemed so bright as a child
The world was so wide, and I was so, so, small
Now the lights are dim, and the night is dark
How can I swear that the neon sign burned holes into my eyes?
When there is nothing but an empty parking lot and a sagging building left
The empty sign on the corner flickering
A child’s innocence is their first weakness
I drive along
I pass a Kelly Liquors
I wonder. . . Whose child does this store belong to?

I stare at the building for seconds before my car rushes past
The memories flood in regardless
The swerving; the bottle hidden in a crisp, brown bag
Me, a toddler
Sitting in a booster seat on the passenger side
14
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no dead birds
elizabeth decarlo

“Wanna see a dead bird?”
I stare at the boy, wonder who he’s talking to, knowing this offer isn’t meant
for me, knowing it never has been and that isn’t going to change. His orange hair and freckles confront me — another Irish kid. My dark brown
hair and Middle Eastern features stand out in a school filled with Irish
immigrants. Even at five, I’ve learned to stay quiet and look down; I’ve
stopped asking to play with the red-headed girls who play jacks and hopscotch on the playground.
I’m standing on the black asphalt in my plaid school jumper and white
blouse. We have recess every day in the parking lot between the U-shaped
building that houses the school, rectory, and church. It’s hot, and I feel
sweat trickling down my forehead and smudging my glasses. I move underneath the shade of the cloister that rings the inside of the school building. I hear jump ropes swish and basketballs thunk.
“C’mon,” the kid yells, grabbing my arm. “It’s on the other playground.”
I follow him around the corner of the brown brick building. We’re on the
16

big kids’ playground when he points toward a spot on the other side. A girl
elbows me as I try to get to the dead bird, and I think I’ll never get past
all the kids running and screaming. When I’m finally at the spot where he
pointed, I wander slowly in circles, looking down, searching. I get on my
knees to look at a dark shape on the concrete, part of it flapping like a broken wing, but it’s only a page out of a workbook turned black from kids’
shoes.
I look for the boy, but everyone is taller than me on this side of the building. I can’t see past the cluster of girls playing double Dutch, two jump
ropes timed perfectly for the hop, step of each girl as they dance between
the ribbons of white. I’m bent double, moving closer to the windows, peering at the pavement at the phantom bird.

I’m ready to give up when the boy is next to me again, pointing at a spot
near his feet. It’s so noisy that I don’t notice when he turns toward the
building and curses loudly into the transom window of the teachers’
lounge. I won’t know until later that when they looked out for the culprit,
I was the one standing there, searching for the bird until I gave up and
walked back in when the bell rang.
Sister Miriam Dolores stops me when I enter the classroom. She wears a
uniform too, but hers is black and filled with ripples that swish against the
floor when she walks. Her face is crushed into a circle of white underneath
her black hair cover.
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Sister tells me I was caught yelling bad words into the teachers’ lounge. I
have to go to each classroom and apologize to the teachers whose lunch
was ruined by my behavior. Her voice sounds like my dad’s when he yells
into the room I share with my three sisters, when we won’t stop talking

their feet. I know that shame is like a tumor, trailing its tentacles throughout your body until your blood can’t get through. I know that I won’t tell
my parents about this, and that my two sisters, sitting in the classrooms I
visit, won’t tell either. I know that freckles are good, but olive skin and too-

whispering late into the night. I’m silent as I look at the rosary hanging
around her waist, at the black shoes she wears that click-clack when she
walks around the classroom.

large noses are bad. I know that teachers laughed when I left the room in
my trail of tears after apologizing. I know that there are no dead birds here.

I look down as the eighth-grade girl assigned to walk with me takes my
hand and leads me to the second-grade room across the hall. I stand in
front of the classroom. I can smell the chalk and erasers on the blackboard
behind me. The windows are open, and without screens I wonder if the
bees will come in and sting someone. I hear the sound of cars on the street
outside. Someone is cutting his grass nearby and I listen to the rumble of
the lawn mower. The teacher pokes me.
“I’m sorry,” I mumble to her.
“Turn to the class and say it again,” she directs, tapping her foot impatiently, holding a piece of chalk in her hand like my grandma’s cigarette. My
sister Cathy is sitting at a desk in the back of the room, and I plead with her
with my eyes, but she stays silent and looks down at her workbook when
she understands what’s happening.
I look out at the boys in their blue pants and white button-up shirts, at the
girls in jumpers like mine, with matching ankle socks. I think I’m going to
throw up. I know that would make things worse. I know instead that I have
to walk into 16 classrooms. I have to stare out as a sea of mocking faces
spirals around in my brain, making me feel carsick. I know I have to stand
before 16 teachers, look into their eyes, and lay my shame on the floor at
18
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7 ways to
avoid regret
katherine harnisch
1. Offer to pour your grandfather’s coffee before you are
old enough to drink coffee yourself. You will eat breakfast at the big dining room table when you visit your
grandparents, the cereal box in front of you concealing
your view into the kitchen. Though you are not able to
see him, you’ll know your grandfather will be reading
the newspaper at the tiny breakfast table. Every now and
then, bring your cereal to the small table where he sits,
and climb into the chair across from him. When your
bowl is empty and you bring it to the sink, offer to refill
your grandfather’s coffee. You will be too small to carry
the coffee pot. Offer anyway.
2. Ask your grandfather about his life. When you are a
teenager and your grandfather starts to speak of politics,
lay your opinions aside and take up small talk instead.
20

As you share coffee with him over breakfast, ask him
how his morning was. You will know that he’d have
gotten up at four in the morning, gone to the
chapel for holy hour, and had coffee at Subway with his
friends. He’ll joke with you about sleeping in, saying you
wouldn’t have to ask how his morning was if you’d have
been awake for it. Ask him anyway.
3. Go with your grandfather to the chapel. The morning
after he chuckles and teases you saying that you can’t
possibly wake at four like he does, listen for your
grandfather’s alarm clock as you dress in the dark. Surprise him on his way out the door. He’ll raise his eyebrows in disbelief, but go with him to that morning holy
hour. Spending time with him and the Lord will do you
good. He will only be half serious when he invites you.
Go anyway.
4. Help your grandfather prepare wood for the fireplace.
You will spend time sitting in the basement playing
video games with your brother, the kind with a joystick
that you plug directly into the front of the television.
Your grandfather will ask you with a wink if splitting
wood is as fun as playing games. You will want to ignore
this invitation and continue to play. Though
21

you know there will be snow on the ground and the
wind will whip bitterly cold across your face, go outside.
The fresh air will do you good. The sled will be piled
high with wood and your arms will begin to ache as you
pull it across the snow to the basement door. Though
he only asked for help splitting and hauling, help your
grandfather stack the wood neatly next to the fireplace
and offer to stoke the fire. When the work is done, share
a mug of hot chocolate with your grandfather. You will
not want to bundle up and work outside. Help him anyway.
5. Bake your grandfather his favorite pie. When your
grandmother is dying, make the long journey to visit
him. Spend time in the kitchen to fill the hole that she
is leaving. Look through her recipe drawer for the ones
that he enjoyed the most, the ones written in her steady
handwriting on loose index cards splattered with melted
butter and dusted with flour. You will find the apple pie
recipe tucked between the pages of an old church
cookbook, but will want to abandon the project when
you realize you do not have a pastry cutter and the nutmeg is well past its expiration date. Bake it anyway.

into assisted living. The phone number will be the same
number you’ve been able to reach him at for decades.
You will call once, and your grandfather will ask about
work and your husband. The conversation will be over
in just a few moments. You’ll end the call and set the
phone down, wondering if you should call back the
next week to have the exact same chat. You’ll think it’s
too late now to have meaningful conversations that will
bring you closer together. Call anyway.
7. Drive to the funeral in Wisconsin when your grandfather dies. Your husband will be away for work, and you
will dread the thought of driving fifteen hours alone.
You will have deadlines for five assignments that week
and will feel overwhelmed with the amount of work you
need to complete. Your hands will clutch the steering
wheel, your stomach in knots while you drive and process this loss. Because you have not followed through
with the six previous tips, you will question whether you
should go and whether it means anything to you. Drive
anyway.

6. Call your grandfather when he makes the lonely move
22
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monument.
thedore anderson

The frog struck me as odd. Ill fitting. My grandmother chose it.
Aditya asked me what I was studying. I said I was an undergrad.
He asked my major. I said I didn’t have one. He said I was a baby and asked
if I had ideas about a major. I said History, what I always say.

Today Padma told me about where her father and her grandparents are
buried and where her mother will one day be buried, too, she knows.

He said if you want to study History you need to know another language.
Everyone should learn another language, you cannot go wrong with a language.

I wanted to ask if that is where she would be buried, but I didn’t. It was
good not to ask.

What I really want to study is how we remember. I nodded because he was
right.

Aditya told me his family is buried in a field on a farm, around one central
man. I wanted to ask who that man was.

If you want to study History, he said, you need to know German and
French at least.
Maybe this is not the right path. I want to know what History is.

I wanted to ask how one becomes that man.
Aditya said the dead become like deities. Padma
nodded.
I think about my dead now, luckily few, and wonder if this is true.
We put little stones on stones. A sculpted frog sits next to a bench which
sits next to a rock with a plaque bearing my grandfather’s name.
I was told that his ashes were scattered on the water, maybe behind the
house. That my uncle read a poem, maybe, or he was the one who did the
scattering.
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I was told that his ashes were scattered on the water, maybe behind the
house. That my uncle read a poem, maybe, or he was the one who did the
scattering.

I remember when that rock with the plaque was new. I remember sitting
outside in a circle in the grass with my cousins with our new dog. I remember sitting in a circle forcing tears. I remember not knowing what to do.
I have been told I look like him many times. That I look like a baby, that
I look old. I have round checks. Aditya says I could pass for a cool 30 and
laughs.
On the phone the other day I hesitantly said that I feel older than I am. I
did not want to sound precocious. When I was 11 I used to say, when I was
a kid...
25

when I was 11 I used to correct myself, and say: well, a younger kid.
when I was 11 I thought about death and why I should or should not kill
myself. If we all die, we all die.
In a classroom years laters I asked why, if the goal is to achieve nothingness, you shouldn’t just kill yourself.
My question was met with concern and non-answers, teachers out of their
depth. Suicide is pointless if you believe in reincarnation, maybe even detrimental? I don’t know the karmic value. In any case: see you next time.

I do not know where or if she is buried. I cannot remember her face, never
could.
My great-grandmother who died we called Mumma. Her name was Elizabeth. She had cold hands and gold Jewelry and a retro apartment in a tall
building in New Jersey with textured animal print wallpaper.
She is buried in a cemetery in New Jersey with a lot of other Jewish people,
near other people in our family I do not know. I think next to her husband.
I remember her funeral, a little. Throwing dirt. I did not say anything.

Nirvana is an extinguishing, a blowing out. I wrote that in my notebook, in
a better class. When death begets life the refuge is a greater death, an exit.
No More Suffering Forever.

Aditya said crows are just dead Indian people. Be nice to crows.

I find it a disturbing sentiment.
The frog sits happily by the bench by the rock.

I think about the smiling frog. Canoes my grandfather used to row. Murky
water behind the house he bought with my grandmother that she lives in
now, sometimes.

I cried when my great-grandmother died, a little.

Murky, disparate waters.

I ate tuna fish salad once in her apartment and vomited on the tile.

A smiling frog.

Padma laughed. I laughed.

In a moment of familial crisis I asked my dad why we don’t see his family,
why we don’t try. He cried talking about his mother. She doesn’t like me, he
said. Didn’t like me.
It was worse than before I had asked.
My father’s mother died this past summer, years later. My mom called her a
cockroach. My dad said he didn’t really feel anything. They went to an indoor funeral in New Jersey during a pandemic.
26
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anthony calixto

andrea janov

slate, 4 am

After the lights are turned up
		
then back down again,
after the doors are locked
		
and curtains drawn,
			
the clubs and bars fill up with people
				
who work at other clubs and bars.
						The industry, we call it.
We’ve spent all night
running, pouring, hustling.
		
We need to wind down
			
before the sun comes up.
No cocktails, no mixers, no ice
		
straight liquor or beer
			
easy pour, easy clean.
The radio plays classic rock
on the state of the art sound system
		
as we talk,
			brag about sales,
				complain about shitty tables,
		
gossip about who is sleeping with whom,
as we play beer pong and pool.
When the light creeps in
through the heavy velvet curtains
		
we take our cue 			stumble out,
eyes fight to adjust,
			
catch a 7am cab,
heading home among the suits
shuffling to their offices.
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honey tongue
donna vitucci
My mommy was a warrior. She smoothed on her war
paint, snugged on her wig, became a platinum blonde
for hostess-ing, wore a maxi skirt. When she returned
to the workforce in 1970, she groveled for Bob Doll, an
old West High classmate who’d gained moderate success
with The Doll House Restaurant in College Hill. She began wearing makeup again— rouge and lipstick. I found
her kissed tissues on her dresser. In such a hurry, she
left her artwork behind. She seated guests and passed
menus. Some nights she clocked out late, reconciling the
guest checks and the cash, making the bank deposit.
Mom worked at The Doll House until she found a new
position as a cashier with White Villa Cash n’ Carry. At
that place, at that time, she still wore her frosted blond
wig. She regaled us with stories of Ken Davis, one of her
30

work companions. Ken this and Ken that; Ken says. The
men she worked beside were like Grandma’s next door
neighbor—characters. We heard all about them, and we
soaked it up because her work stories showed a side of
Mommy we didn’t know, a side we could never peek in
on. This career person–“Dottie”– she couldn’t be one
hundred percent ours, because when she was with them,
she was theirs.
Mom’s home uniform was a brown short sleeved sweatshirt and pair of bell-bottoms, long pants striped purple
and brown and yellow-gold, of denim material but with
a back zipper, a pair of slacks she’d probably sewn. Her
wardrobe for work was worlds more impressive than
her laundry, ironing, cooking, and baking uniform. The
frosted blonde wig and bubble-gum-ball-sized necklace
beads and bracelets made her dreamy. Lots of navy and
tans and creams. Spectator-style skirts,shells, and jackets
made her chic. How she stood the heat of that wig I’ll
never know, because she was a hot-tempered
woman. I don’t mean angry, I mean body temperature.
I can picture the sweat trickling alongside her ears from
her lotion-set curls as if it were yesterday. She never
wore powder, only rouge and lipstick. She had lovely
freckled skin – suntanned in summer –a slim beautiful
31

nose, and a permanent squint. No eye makeup. Someone else had to teach me how to apply mascara, and
then how to take it off.
When I was seventeen, I cashiered at a steakhouse, and
one day I rang up lunch for a brassy blonde busty woman, made up and dressed to the nines. The kind of woman who pushed herself ahead of herself, a saleswoman.
Her shtick was a makeup manufacturer I’ve not heard of
before or since—Fashion Two-Twenty, which relied on
the personal, in-home demonstration.
Brenda wouldn’t move ahead in my line until I agreed to
host a demonstration party. I had no money, my teenaged friends had no money, so the guests…well, I’d
have to ask my mommy. A line of customers ready to
sink their teeth into grilled sirloin backed up by my register. I had to move this woman through.
I told Mom, “This woman trapped me into hosting a
party.”
We hoped she wouldn’t, but Brenda followed up, made
us send invitations for an August evening party. The
invite list would be relatives because my mother had
32

no close friends other than her daughters. On that evening, my older sister, my cousin, her mom, and Aunts
B, C, and D gathered. We spread across a couch, a wing
chair, and two metal folding chairs. A teeming crowd in
our tiny living room. My parents rarely had this much
company. We set out cheese and crackers as Brenda
whooshed in with her suitcases of products.
Demonstration requires a victim. No one volunteered,
so my mom came forward. She climbed up on the bar
stool chair, the altar. My mother, who barely wore rouge
and lipstick, endured a mockery of blue eye shadow,
foundation, concealer, powder, eyeliner, and mascara
on her light and hard-to-find eyelashes. That night she
wore an aqua short-sleeved top and Brenda coordinated
the eye shadow excessively until my mother was made a
clown. Because of me, she was made a clown.
The world has swallowed Brenda and Fashion
Two-Twenty, but it did not swallow me. I swore I would
not corner Mom into embarrassment ever again – a
pledge made inside my head, where it was safe to declare things like dieting or swearing off drinking, with
no witnesses, no one to call you out for backsliding. But
of course, I would offer her up many times after that, the
33

way a daughter does, repeatedly, sometimes heedlessly,
until the daughter becomes the fool-for-love-mother,
and her own children chide her over her oddities, mock
her habits, and pick at her bones.
With the dads away, our days were filled with bargaining – among mothers and children, dogs and grandmas,
old maids and widows. The female form hovered in the
backgrounds of backyards, hysteria, and whippin’s. Few
could drive, and fewer had a car in the driveway. Mailman and milkman and encyclopedia salesman—all
guardian angel visits that made the world turn. Mothers,
scoured by the sunlight as they hung up the wash, surrounded by cicadas humming, ever humming, day and
night humming. Mothers, hoisted by heat feet-first into
the cool lie-down at the back of the house, window fan
whirp-whirp-whirping on high, and door closed against
children, some napping, some not. No sunscreen, no
bug spray, no hats. Children bug-bit and sunburned,
hair bleached to blond, barefoot and dirty, the boss of
themselves. No children carried off or stolen, not even
an inkling of such things at that time. The school nuns
warned about men who would offer candy. Kids colored
a mimeograph sheet of a bad man in a car with a handful of candy. Damn, but kids wanted candy!
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The hook and ladder engine driving up the road caused
frenzy because the calendar might be coming on to the
Fireman’s Festival, when the firemen aboard would toss
candy into the yards. Children screamed and raced to
the front yard from the woods, pulled a sister’s hair so
she’d drop a Dum-Dum or Bit o’ Honey. You’d think
these kids never had sweets, that no mothers baked
cookies or upside down cakes, that no deep freezes held
popsicles in their frosty bowels.
Mothers watched their stories while ironing, unseen cicadas sawed the air, children climbed the laundry pole;
some dared others to run through the too-green grass
of the septic overflow, from where four o’clocks were
planted to the neighbor’s woods.
Even with the sewage, the place and time were of
innocence and Eden. We would always want it. ore,
even, than the dearest candy.
This is the engagement story the way she told it, because
she was the only source. Let it be hers. Let her have her
way.
He took her to a hockey game and afterwards they were
in the car, where it was very cold, with the defrosters
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puffing overtime and not clearing. She talked of something – only two of them to remember, and neither did.
He told her, “Quit talking so much, you’re steaming
up the windows.”
A woman learns to work the silent treatment to her
advantage. She moped in the passenger seat. He waded
through the crappy intro and asked her to marry him.
Did he give her a ring? Was it there in the glove box?
In his coat or pants pocket? How did he ask her to marry him after he’d just told her shut your trap? Who won
the game? Who was playing?
How does a girl switch from pissed off to elated,
vinegar puss to honey tongue? How to believe a boy
who reprimands from one side of his mouth and
caresses her with the other side’s handsome lips? Is this a
forever-after she wants?
Was he driving when he asked her, or had they
parked? In her daddy’s driveway, or on some street?
Were they waiting out hockey game traffic, counting on
those damned defrosters to kick in, both of them gloved
and giving off visible breath, the creak of leather and the
oily smell of his hair goop mixing with the fragrance of
her curls’ setting lotion?
But that’s it, the abbreviated story; she wasn’t big on
embellishing like I am.
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Closet, front door, back porch, hallway, alleyway, stairway. I am haunted, sufficiently haunted. Let us learn
arithmetic here on the stone slab where the cats peed
last night. Everyone marks their territory. The elders
who played and taught and sang and massaged our
shoulders, they want child to stay and they want child to
go. They shelter you from influence and wish you more
success than they had.
Pain in the middle of my mouth is your blood, my
mother’s toothache, my father’s wheezing smoke, a distracted bite that stings my tongue. Will trade self for
food. Will eat the wet cave walls, petroglyph skin, my
tongue holding the position to gnaw at my grave while
looking for theirs.
Her pride in our house was fierce. See her huffing that
push lawn mower up and down backyard hills and ironing in the kitchen while she watched Love of Life on a
twelve-inch black-and-white television atop the
cabinet base. On her knees she scrubbed the kitchen
floor, bucket beside her, hands always bare. She had a
way of wringing out a rag that was truly wrenching.
Venetians hung at almost every window and she
spring-cleaned them, aboard the ladder, in pedal
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pushers, a button-up V-neck cotton blouse, short
sleeved. Her penny loafers bent at the center where her
weight anchored the step, her toes poised while her
heels flapped loose of the shoes, her curls falling in her
face. Sent fear right through me when she propped two
ladders on the
stairway and rigged a scaffold across them so she could
paint the ceiling. Those steps we trudged up and down
daily, the only way out of our second floor. While she
painted, we were blocked in. Nobody going anywhere.

her bedroom, we the little burglars who hid under her
bed and in the closet, sharing floor space with stacks of
shoe boxes. She was a beautiful woman. We trusted that
when we grew up we, too, would be beautiful like her,
steaming cold car windows with pent-up perfume and
more questions begging asking, and Daddy’s cigarette
smoke curling our ears, him giving away nothing. He
doesn’t even blink. He’s young again and still waiting on
her answer; and we wait with him, hazy-halo-ed,
practicing the songs we will sing.

If you could only drive us to the movies and tell us again
the story of ten-cent shows and whole Saturdays in the
dark pounded by newsreels, cartoons, and Stooges. I
had to hear from your brother how you often begged
him for streetcar fare when you rushed to catch them as
teenagers. Why did he have money and you didn’t? ?
He said to me, “She spent it.”
“On what?”
“Perfume.”
My mother and her perfumes, her dresser top of bottled
wonder, beveled glass, ambers and blues and
rubies. Liquid jewels we’d best keep our little fingers off.
She polished the furniture so our fingerprints would
betray us. We sucked in the heady, wonderful smell in
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for what kind of grownup woman I wanted to be,

short hair since i was
12
sharon lopez mooney
I watched unseen from the bedroom doorway as my
big brother’s grown up party splashed over into the kitchen.

Carlotta beguiled us with her broad red flash of a mouth
plump bosom tipped just right against the silk of her blouse,
she knew who she was, it didn’t matter if you did or didn’t.
With barely a word she magnetized the room of circling
singles, flirting and watching over their glasses
of iced martinis, circling her like co-stars in a college play.
For one quick instant she looked over her shoulder, winked at me
peeking from the door, returned to her fans and threw back her head
to laugh, exposing her young throat seemingly vulnerable
but even I knew from my hideout, no one messed with Carlotta.

She was soft with straight crow black hair, a cello voice of rich notes,
plump muscular arms the color of Boston coffee.
Her alluring scent was Gin bought at the perfume
counter for twenty-five dollars an ounce,
She came with Myron’s cousin Carl, a second
string friend, a short, hard built westside kind of guy.
Her hair in almost a buzz, brazen for 1955, she had to know
what was what and didn’t care, even a kid could see that.
She sat on a round red stool at the metal trimmed linoleum kitchen counter,
one knee flipped casually over the other, two bare legs in very high heels.
I was twelve and a girl, eyes wide in search
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a place in the world
jonathan odell

“That’s the way it is,” Walter would say.
“Like hell it is,” my father would answer.
If it was 5:30 on a weekday, two things were certain: our old black-andwhite TV was tuned to CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite, and Dad
was seated across the room in his shabby, plastic-covered recliner with a
freshly lit Salem.
As a kid growing up down South, I had to make a choice: side with Walter
or my dad.
My father felt that Walter had betrayed us. 1960s Mississippi was Ground
Zero for civil rights. Each evening this well-mannered man came into our
living room and, in that even-toned voice, revealed to the entire world the
latest Mississippi atrocity. He drew attention to the smoldering ashes of
a recently burned Black church. Or showed news footage of the National Guard dragging a nearby swamp for yet another civil rights activist, of
mobs viciously assaulting
Freedom Riders.
Some complained that Walter sounded too indignant about it all. Like he
thought it was our fault. Most of white Mississippi took it personally. In the
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early 60s, we figured we thought like everybody else in the country, except for a few fanatics. Those people burning crosses and throwing bombs
weren’t us – they were low-class folks, white trash. The Black integrators
and agitators? They were
outsiders, Yankees and Communists trying to stir up trouble. Why didn’t
Walter tell that story?
The fact is, we truly believed the racist violence had nothing to do with us –
we saw ourselves as “good folks,” not enablers. We couldn’t understand how
Walter could blame us as a people. The hurt was visible in my father’s face.
To him, it must have been like being
bad-mouthed in public by a trusted friend.
This kind of national media exposure was new for white Mississippians,
who are a camera-shy people. We are sensitive about our poverty and lack
of worldly sophistication and easily shamed. We are fearful of being misunderstood. Just a few years before the Civil Rights movement became a
televised phenomenon, it was a rare but thrilling experience to see a Mississpian on national TV. When a sighting did occur, it was usually on a
game show or a Miss America Pageant. People would near about go crazy.
Call up everybody they knew: “There’s going to be a girl from Yazoo City
on Truth or
Consequences.”
The entire population of the state would sit there and wait for that Mississippi girl to make us all proud when she took her chances with Bob Barker.
Men would come out of the fields to see it. The next day it would be in the
paper.
But in the early 60s, the cameras arrived and Mississippians were on TV
news almost every night. Caught off guard, we would blurt out things like,
“Y’all just see our bad side. We’re the Hospitality State, you know,” while
in the background a bunch of good ole boys could be seen trying to burn
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down the state university over integration.
The violent scenes Walter Cronkite showed of Mississippi were at odds
with the image of a God-fearing people that my parents, teachers and
preacher would have me believe. In a calm, reasoned voice, Walter called
out murder and brutality and racism by name. He took his journalistic
stand and risked our fury.
But still everybody watched him, feeling it was best to know first-hand
what we were being charged with. In those days, there was no Fox News to
provide solace for our bigotry.
On Sunday mornings, I joined my father on the church steps, where the
men gathered to smoke their cigarettes before preaching began. They
smelled of Vitalis Hair Cream. Their black shoes shined like the backs of
beetles. I heard them mumble resentfully, “Walter sure came down hard on
us again, didn’t he?”
On those church steps, I heard Walter accused of being everything from
an atheist to a communist to the worst charge of all, an unadulterated “n—
lover.”
But in the end, I chose Walter over my own people. I wanted to be just
like him. I would sit there, studying his image as it flickered in black and
white. I practiced removing my glasses in a manner that signaled weighty
reflection. I imitated his speech. Walter did more for me than any grammar
class. He said “corner” not ‘co’ner” and “rinse” not “rench.” And you would
never catch Walter saying “ain’t” or “fixing to.” By the time I was thirteen,
I had nearly dropped my southern accent altogether. One of the greatest
compliments I could receive was, “You’re not from around here, are you?”
And the truth is, I didn’t feel like I was from around there. Walter’s
calm, reasoned voice was far removed from the hateful rhetoric of the
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fire-breathing politicians and preachers who spoke for my state during that
age. His clear, unequivocal pronouncements penetrated the insanity of the
Magnolia Curtain. His demeanor suggested that perhaps there was a place
in the world where thoughtfulness and acceptance triumphed over violence and prejudice. I wanted to find that place and live there.
I wish I could say this was due to some noble instinct I possessed, that even
at that age I was open-minded and despised racial prejudice. I would be
lying. It had nothing to do with compassion for Black folks. I was a product of my surroundings. I was a bigoted white child like all my friends.
But I did possess my own differences – ones that were becoming harder to
hide, ones that I sensed would soon put me at risk in my southern town.
My mother said to ignore the school bullies when they called me “sissy” or
“queer.” She said I was special, but being “special” could near about get you
killed.
Although I had never heard Walter Cronkite – or anyone else – mention
gay people, I couldn’t help but believe he would do his best to protect me,
to speak up on my behalf, to report only the truth about me. I had witnessed the depth of his compassion, the essence of his humanity, on the
day Kennedy died. Here was a man who publicly wept over another man.
His presence in my living room each evening was a welcome refuge for
a thirteen-year-old boy running out of places to hide. Walter made me
believe that there was an America where people wouldn’t shun me if I
couldn’t throw a ball or loved to read or didn’t have the slightest desire for a
girlfriend.
I didn’t know where Walter Cronkite lived, but one day I knew I would
make my way to the America he spoke for. I would be ready.
“That’s the way it is,” he told us, and against the wishes of my people, I believed him.
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